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Abstract 
Secure file transfer based upon well-designed file encryption and authorization systems 

expend considerable effort to protect passwords and other credentials against stolen from 
attackers. Transferring and storing passwords in plaintext form leaves them at risk of 
exposure to attackers, eavesdroppers, and spyware. In order to avoid such exposure, a 
powerful encryption/authentication systems use various mechanisms to minimize the 
possibility that unencrypted credentials will be exposed, as well as be sure that any 
authentication data that does get transmitted and stored will be of minimal use to an attacker. 
In this paper we proposed a method to protect transferring data by hybrid three encryption 
techniques: symmetric (AES algorithm) to encrypt files, asymmetric (RSA) to encrypt (AES 
password) and HMAC to encrypt symmetric password and/or data to ensure a secure 
transmitting between server-client or client-client from verifying in-between client and 
server and make it hard to attack by common attacked methods. 
Keywords: Cryptography, Data Encryption, AES, RSA, HMAC 
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 الخالصة

تفویض الدخول مصمم بصورة جیدة یمكن ان یوفر انتقال نقل البیانات بصورة امنة بألعتماد على نظام تشفیر بیانات و
بیانات امن والذي یحمي كلمات السر وغیرھا من السرقة من قبل المھاجمین. أن حفظ كلمات السر وانتقالھا بصورتھا 

ولغرض تجنب مثل ھذا العادیة (دون تشفیر) ستكون في خطر عرضة للسرقة من قبل المھاجمین والمتلصصین. 
عالي الكفاءة (یحوي العدید من االلیات) یجب ان یستخدم لتقلیل احتمالیة ن نظام تشفیر/وتفویض دخول التعرض، فأ

ان البیانات المھمة ممكن ان تكشف , بألضافة التاكد من ان اي بیانات خاصة بعملیة الدخول التي تنتقل وتخزن یجب 
ل قمنا بتحضیر طریقة لحمایة البیانات المنتقلة من ان تكون صعبة جدا للتعرض للھجوم من قبل المھاجم. في ھذا العم

 Advanced Encryption() وتم استخدام خوارزمیة symmetricخالل دمج ثالثة تقنیات تشفیر: المتماثلة (
Standard (AES)( ) التي استخدمت لتشفیر الملفات، والغیرمتماثلة، وتم استخدام خوارزمیةRSA لتشفیر مفتاح (

)AESوخوارزمیة ( )HMAC لتشفیر المفتاح التماثلي والبیانات لضمان حمایة انتقال البیانات بین المستخدم والخادم (
 او بین المستخدم والمستخدم من ان یتم معرفتھا وجعلھا من الصعوبة ان تھاجم بطرق الھجمات التقلیدیة.
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I. INTRODUCTION  
      For secure data transmission through internet, data could be secured by 

the encryption. Encryption transforms data by using any type of encryption 
algorithm through use key in mixed form. The only user has encryption key 
can obtain that encrypted data by deception process. Key based encryption can 
be categorized into two types: symmetric key and asymmetric key [1].  

The algorithms of symmetric-key, which even known as one-key, single-
key, and private key encryption are a type of cryptography WHICH IS uses a 
public and private algorithm to implement process of encryption/decryption. 
Several common and respected symmetric algorithms involves Blowfish, 
DES, TEA, TDES, IDEA, CAST5, AES (Rijndael), RC6, Two fish, MARS 
and Serpent. The algorithms of asymmetric key that also called public key 
encryption is a type of cryptography systems which is advanced encryption 
technique that performed mathematically using several keys, one called public 
key and the second called private key. Some common and respected symmetric 
algorithms involves: RSA, PGP, SSH and SSL [2]. 

In addition to the previous two types of encryption, there is third type of 
encryption called hash which is to secure authentication. Recently, there was 
many interest in the subject of authenticating by used cryptographic hash 
functions such as SHA and MD5, especially for protocols of Internet security. 
These old methods are not useful last years because it has been broken easily 
by crackers due the hashing results given same hash when used same words 
that make crackers create tables of characters and words to identify the 
passwords from hashed value. In spite of improving of hashing algorithms the 
attacker that able to get a hash and successfully provide it to the authentication 
server can assume whatever security identity is associated with the hash [3]. 

A best authentication implementation effort is to ensure it hard for malicious 
actors to access transmitted or stored hashes. Due to there is a various tool are 
created to provide attackers ability to access to stored hashes, typically using 
LSA (Local Security Authority) process injection. Presently several steadies 
focus on enhancing the hashing security, one of that ways are Message 
Authentication Code commonly known as MAC. Typically, MAC are used in 
between two sides which share a secret key in order to verify data transferred 
in between these sides. This method is known as HMAC (Hash based message 
authentication code) [4]. 

HMAC provides the client and server each with a private and public key. 
The public key is known, while the private key is known only in the specific 
server and client. The client generates a specific hash or HMAC for each 
request via combing the hashing and request data together with a private key 
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then transmitting it as portion of a request to server. When server received this 
request it will be regenerates a unique HMAC. It comparing between the two 
HMACs, if they are same, the client is authorized and the request is performed. 
This technique is usually known as secret handshake [3] 

The reason that makes HMAC safer compared to MAC is that the message 
and the key are hashed in separate steps. The sender appends an authentication 
tag to the data calculated as a function of shared key and the data. At receiver 
side, the receiver recomputed the authorization tag on the message received by 
used the shared key, and it will accept the data as authorized just when this 
received value be similar to the tag attached to the received message [4]. 

In our work we combined three methods: A symmetric-key algorithm type 
(AES) has been used to encrypt data, asymmetric cryptography standard type 
(RSA) has been used to encrypt AES key and hash type (HMAC) has been 
used in between two side (that share a secret key) in order to authenticate 
information transferred between these sides. 

II. PREVIOUS WORKS 
In this part, some literature on the related subject will be given:  

G. Selimis et.al [5] presents effective wireless application protocol called 
WTLS. In their work the HMAC has been used in WTLS to support the unique 
demands for verification with security of high-level strength. The presented 
design is based upon used hash function type SHA-1. The results of 
implementation of both the SHA-1 and HMAC are compared with another 
relevant studies, and they proved that the proposed system are better in all 
cases. It is also better than the implementations of traditional hardware by usa 
the area-delay product. Besides to the protocol of WAP, the suggested 
architecture could be implemented for any authorization system of wireless 
protocols and computer networks, which have high-performance and high 
security level.  

M. Ebrahim et al [2], provides an extensive comparison analysis of several 
existing symmetric cryptographic algorithms that based upon their Limitation, 
Scalability, Reliability, Security, Flexibility, and their architecture that are 
needed for protected communication. The symmetric encryption algorithms 
has been proposed based on different parameters. The goal of this work was to 
study the performance of the almost all well-known symmetric key algorithms 
regard to Security, Authentication, Reliability, Flexibility, Scalability, 
Robustness, and to highlight the main weak point of the described algorithms, 
makes every algorithm’s limitation and strength transparent for application. 
Through their analysis they was noticed that AES algorithm are the best one 
compared with other in terms of Encryption performance, Flexibility, Security 
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and Memory usage. Although the other algorithms were also competent but 
most of them have a tradeoff between Memory usage and the time required for 
encryption. 

K. R. Saraf et al. [7] implemented image and text encryption along with 
decryption. The encryption of text uses 128-bit key size and also plaintext. 
Every word or space is changed into 8-bit sequence. Thus, maximum overall 
16 positions are identified by this code. Numbers, letters, symbols, or spaces 
can be written to those 16 positions. The AES encryption algorithm in mode 
of CFB is used for image encryption. The method PKCS5Padding is used here. 
The comparison of performance give the benefit of code used clearly shown 
here. From their work it can obviously deduce that AES is quickest algorithm 
among all others.  

P. Prajapati et al. [1], presented accomplished comparison study of 
encryption standards AES, DES and RSA considering different parameters 
including memory usages and computation time. A cryptographic tool has 
been used for performing experiments. The results are given to analyses the 
effectiveness of asymmetric and symmetric algorithms. Depending on the text 
files used and the experimental result it had been figured that AES and DES 
algorithm uses minimum encryption time compare with RSA. In addition, DES 
has a least memory usage, and the time of encryption has very minor difference 
between AES and DES algorithm. When data size increases then asymmetric 
cryptographic algorithm performs slow compare to symmetric algorithm. 

M. S. Abutaha et al. [8], presented a new approach to saving files in the 
cloud system. They used RSA and AES algorithms for protecting data and 
connection based upon various keys in encryption and decryption also they 
used an SHA1 algorithm to protected the hash table of data. Their model 
handles the total cloud system security to protect data. AES function to system 
user in sign in case and RSA function to encrypt data on storage The SHA1 
function is to hash the key on the system, SHA1 has more powerful and secure 
than another technique. A key managing center has been used as a third party 
to send out keys in all stages. This new model provide security for whole cloud 
computing structure. 
III THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
3.1 Types of Cryptography  

The transportation, modification and generation of keys have been made by 
the encryption algorithm. It's also known as cryptographic algorithm. 
Encryption algorithm can be categorized into three types: symmetric (or 
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Secret Key) Cryptography, asymmetric (or Public Key) Cryptography and 
Hash [3] 

1) Symmetric-Key 

It describes encryption techniques where both receiver and sender share the 
similar key (Figure 1A). The ciphers of symmetric key are performed as 
either stream or block ciphers. A block cipher will enciphers input in blocks 
of plaintext rather than individual characters [9]. 

 
The main points of weakness and strength of symmetric cryptography 

are in follows [10]: 
 
 

 Strengths: It is very fast, so it can encrypt huge amounts of data to in 
short time  

 Availability: the tools and algorithms that been used for symmetric 
encryption are readily available. Also, it very hard to break encrypted 
data of large encryption keys. 

 Weak points: Key implementation and management. Distribution 
Scalable Limited security. 

DES and AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) are the general types of 
Symmetric-key algorithms. Other block ciphers have been released and 
designed with considerable variance in quality. Several are already broken, 
such as FEAL [11]. 
A) DES (Data Encryption Standard) Algorithm 

It is a block cipher with a a 56-bit key and 64-bit block size. It involves 
a16-round of permutation and substitution. In every round, key and data 
bits are XORed, permutated, shifted, and sent through, eight sboxes, a 
group of lookup tables which are essential to the algorithm of DES. 
Decryption is basically the same process, performed backwards [7]. 

The main points of weakness and attacks on DES algorithm are in 
follows [10]: 

 Weakness: it has weakness in cipher key and cipher design. 
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 Attacks: 
o    Linear Cryptanalysis Attack: this attack is known plain text 

attack. Because the DES is much susceptible to linear cryptanalysis 
rather than Differential Cryptanalysis. It can crack DES by using 243 
pairs of known plain text. 

o   Differential Cryptanalysis Attack: an elected plain text attack, 
which is based on a no uniform differential distribution Sboxes table 
in a block cipher. In which the DES could be cracked by using 
Differential Cryptanalysis when 255 known or 247 have chosen plain 
text. 

o   Brute force Attack: In this attack, the attacker attempts to employ 
all the keys possible, considering the fact that DES used a 56bit Cipher 
key, so it requires 256 tests to knowing the key. 

B) AES Algorithms 

AES is a ‘symmetric block cipher’ for encrypting that can be decrypted 
using the original encryption key. AES uses 10 rounds, 12 rounds, or 
14 rounds. The size of key may be 128bits, 192bits or 256bits depends 
upon how many rounds. AES uses many rounds where every round 
consists of several stages. In order to doing security AES uses different 
transformation types. Mixing, substitution permutation, and key adding 
every round of AES b the last uses the 4 transformations [12]. 

The main points of weakness and attacks on AES algorithm are in 
follows [10]: 

 
 

 Weak points: cipher limitations have to do with its inverse. 
 

o In Hardware: the inverse cipher is fewer suitable for implementation 
on a smart card than the chipper itself: it requires additional code and 
cycles. 

o In software programs: cipher as well as inverse uses numerous tables 
and/or code. In hardware, the inverse cipher is only able to partially 
reuse the circuitry that implements the cipher. 
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 Attacks: 
XSL Attack: this attack is depending on initially inspecting the cipher 
internals and elicitation a quadratic simultaneous equations system. 
These equations systems are generally extensive. Several strategies to 
solving these systems are known. For this attack, a specific algorithm 
named XSL (abbreviated to eXtended Sparse Linearization) might be 
apply to solving those equations and restore the key. The XSL attack 
only requesting the handful of known plaintexts to accomplish; earlier 
cryptanalysis methods, like differential and linear cryptanalysis, usually 
need unrealistically a lot of known or chosen plaintexts. 

2) A Symmetric-Key Cryptography 
The algorithms of asymmetric cryptography usage a couple of keys (Figure 
1B) which are often called: public and private key. The public one is 
utilized for encryption function and private one is utilized for decryption 
purpose. Both of these keys are mathematically related, however it's hard 
to get one from the other without one knows the transformation. The public 
key may be revealed with no need of compromising the system security. 
The related private key, however, should not be revealed to any party [9]. 
 

The main points of strength and weakness of symmetric cryptography 
are in follows [10]: 

 
 Strengths: give a powerful encryption and digital signature.  

 Services: Efficient Scalability and distribution of symmetric key. 

  Weakness: Computationally intensive and its slow (thousand times or 
more slower than symmetric). 

 
A) Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) Algorithm 

RSA is a generally used public key algorithm. It is the first asymmetric 
cryptography algorithm and commonly used. RSA is come from first 
characters of three mathematician’s names where developed it: Ron Rivest, 
Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman. Nowadays, RSA is commonly used in 
many software and could be used for encryption of small blocks of data or in 
key exchange digital signatures. RSA uses a variable key size and a variable 
encryption block size. The key pair are come from a highly large number, 
which is the product of 2 prime numbers selected based on special rules. The 
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RSA is commonly used for developing secure communication channels and 
for authorization to identity service provider through unsure of yourself 
communication medium. In authorization scheme, the server sent public key 
to the client, then the message transfer from the client with its private key, 
hence making what is known as a digital signature that returns to the client for 
verification by uses known public key of server [7]. 

 Strengths:  
o RSA could be used in both digital signatures and for encryption. 
o Trapdoor has defined value of n but it cannot be knowing the factors 

of n. 

 Weak points:  
o In order to protect the encryption, the minimal amount of bits in n must 

be 2048. 
o If anyone can be knowing (p, q, m, d) then he could be evaluating the 

other values. So the secrecy is important. 

 Practically Usage:  
RSA is used in security protocols like: SSH-terminal connection 
security, email security (PGP), data security IPSEC/IKE-IP, service 
security (SILC-conferencing) and web security - transport data 
security (TLS/SSL). 

 Attack: 
o Lattice based attacks: it is classified to the following: 
 Attack on Small Secret Keys: this 

attacks use lattice reduction algorithms to attack RSA, when d is too 
small compared to N. 
 Attack on Stereotyped Messages: this attack use lattice reduction 

algorithm to attack RSA, if a part of the original clear text of an 
intercepted cipher text is known and if e is small. 
 Factoring with a Hint: this attack use lattice reduction algorithm to 

attacks RSA, if a part of one.  
o    Factorization Attack: it’s also known as prime factorization. This 

attack separating natural numbers to their primary factors. Each 
natural number (that is greater than one) could be broken down 
uniquely to it is primary factors. Different factorization algorithms 
available to broken the input. To ensure of security, RSA need that n 
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must be over 300 decimal digits that mean modulus should be at 
minimum are 1024 bits. Even greatest as well as the fastest computer 
currently available will require infeasible very long time to factor an 
integer of this size. 

3) Hash Cryptography 
Hash functions, (often known as one-way encryption) are algorithms which is 
use no key (as shown in Figure 1C). Rather, a fixed-length hash values 
computed based on the plaintext which make it impossible to be recovered for 
either length of the plaintext or the contents. Hash algorithms generally 
employed to produce a digital fingerprint of a file's contents, usually used to 
be sure that file is not altered by virus or intruder. Hash are generally used by 
several OS to encrypt passwords [3]. 

 
A) SHA-1 ALGORITHM 
SHA is abbreviated to (Secure Hash Algorithm) (Figure 1C) is defined in 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) [13]. There 
are many algorithms of SHA such as: SHA-1 (SHA160), SHA256, 
SHA385 and SHA512, in which the number is the hash length in bits. SHA 
is used widely in several algorithms of public-key cryptographic, such as 
in Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) [14]. 

 
B) HMAC ALGORITHM 

A HMAC is a method to modify hash functions to give cryptographic 
security. Basically, a unique part of data is hashed together with a key in 
many steps so as it will raise the effort required to reverse the function. The 
advantages of a HMAC is that data could be authenticated through a certain 
key among the inputs to the function. In normal hash function, the result is 
always the same for a specific input, nevertheless because a HMAC uses 
the key as an additional input the output depends upon both the data and 
the key [4]. An HMAC can be used to check if some a part of the data has 
been modified or not. Whenever the parties share a key, they compute the 
HMAC of the data using this key each before transmitting and after 
reception. If HMAC of received message meets the expected value, then 
the key (or data) won't be modified and could be considered authentic and 
if HMAC is different from the expected value, then the key (or data) should 
have changed. The attacker can’t easily customize the data and recalculate 
the HMAC even with used simple hash function, this due to exact key is 
needed to produce a valid HMAC. If the key is good chosen, then an HMAC 
is a powerful method for authenticating data protect [15].  
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Figure (1): a. symmetric cryptography b. asymmetric cryptography b. hash function [3]. 

 

3.2 Encryption Algorithm Architecture 
1) AES  

The algorithm of AES is able to using keys of 128bits, 192bits, and 256bits 
to encrypt/decrypt data in blocks of 128bits. It could be implemented in 
hardware, firmware, software, or any mixture thereof. The typical 
implementation may depend upon various factors like: technology used, 
environment, application, etc. [16].  

The algorithm could be used in conjunction with NIST recommended mod 
or FIPS approved of operation [12]: 
 Block Size: 128bits  

 Key size: 128,192 and 256 bits.  

 Encryption: 10rounds of Encryption for 128bit. 

 Rounds: 12 Rounds for 192 bit, 14 for 256bit. 

 128bit key is XORed with 128bit of plain Tex. 

 Consists of Four Operations [17]:  

o Substitute Bytes: In AES the sub byte function is only nonlinear 
function which operates separately on each byte of the state by using 
box (substitution table). It replaces all bytes of the state array by using 
a LUT that is a 16 x 16 matrix of bytes, known as S-box Units. 

 
o Shift Rows:  As modification is actually identical in the decryption 

process except that the shifting off sets have different values. The major 
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proceed aloft his process is to scramble and correlate the byte order 
inside each 128-bit block. In shift, the last three rows bytes are 
cyclically shifted through offsets (various numbers of bytes). with this 
process the row not shifted, the row1 shifted 1 byte left, row2 shifted 2 
bytes left and row3 is shifted 3 byte left. 

Table 1: Number of shifts in Shift Rows 

 
 

o Mix Columns:  This modification is dependent upon Galois Field 
multiplication. Every bite of a column is substituted with other value 
that's a function of all 4 bytes in given column. The Mix Columns 
modification is conducted on the State column-by column.  

o Add Round Key: In this procedure, the round key is put on the State 
by simply bit by bit XOR. Key extending unit produces the next round 
key regarding three different key size. AES include 10, 12 or 14 rounds. 
After every round a new round key is generated. The process uses the 
method of shifting the bytes and replacing of bytes that had been used 
in data processing unit. 

 
2) RSA 

The computational steps for key generation of RSA are described in 
following steps [18]: 

1.Generate two different primes p and q. 
2.Calculate the modulus n = p*q. 
3.Calculate the totient φ(n) = (p – 1)* (q – 1). 
4.Select for public exponent an integer e such that 1 < e < ψ(n) and gcd           

(φ(n),e) = 1. 
5.Calculate for the private exponent a value for d such that d = e – 1 mod φ(n)  
6.Public Key = {e, n}. 
7.Private Key = {d, n} 

3) SHA256  

 Calculates a 256-bit H for a b-bit M. The algorithm consists of the following 
steps [19]: 
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a. Appending Padding Bits:- The b-bit M is padded in the following manner: 
a single 1-bit is added into the end of M. after which 0-bits are added until 
the length of the massage is congruent to 448, modulo 512. 

b. Appending Length:- A 64 bit representation of b is appended to the result 
of the above step. Thus, the resulted massage is a multiple of 512 bits. 

c. Buffer Initialization: Buffer Initialization:- Let H0, H1, H2, H3 and H4 
be 32-bit hash value registers. These registers are used in the derivation 
of a 160-bit hash H. At the beginning, they are initialized as following: 
H0 = x"67452301", H1 = x"efcdab89", H2 = x"98badcfe", H3 = 
x"10325476" and H4 = x"c3d2e1f0".  

d. Hash Calculation: SHA1 may be used to hash a message, M. having a 
length of l bits, where 0 ≤ l ≤ 264. The a logarithm uses: A massage 
schedule of 80x32-bit words. The words of the message schedule are 
labeled W0, W1,……., W80. 

4) HMAC 

HMAC-SHA256 is a kind of keyed hash algorithm that is produced from the 
SHA-256 hash function and utilized as a HMAC. The HMAC procedure 
mixes a secret key with the message data and hashes the result with the hash 
function, combines this hash value along with the secret key again then 
adding the hash function again. The output hash is 256 bits in length. The 
SHA256 hash is used to implement a HMAC. The HMAC-SHA256 
algorithms each produce an nnn-bit value, where nnn corresponds to the 
output bit length of the algorithm, HMAC-SHA-256.  When uses as 
authenticator, nnn-bit value will be cut down.  If it uses as a data origin 
authentication, the cut down value uses the first nnn/2 bits -- punctually half 
the output size of algorithm.  After sending the cut down value its stored 
inside authenticator field.  After it received, the entire nnn-bit value is 
calculated and the first nnn/2 bits are comparing with the value stored inv 
the authenticator field. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of HMAC 
algorithm [20]. 
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Figure (2): block diagram of HMAC algorthim [21]. 
 

III. SYSTEM MODEL  
 

Our model depends on hybrid three functions that combined with each other 
to produce a strong system protection. First we use the AES function to encrypt 
the data symmetric (AES algorithm) to encrypt files, asymmetric (RSA) to 
encrypt (AES password) and   HMAC to encrypt authentication between 
server-client or client-client from verifying in-between client and server and 
make it hard to attack by common attacked methods. [13]. Figure illustrate the 
system: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure (3): block diagram of proposed system. 
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From system structure shown in figure 3, the data run under three level 
of security using the three algorithms in combination: 
 

1. Receiver (RSA algorithm) to generate the key pairs (public and private 
keys), and send the public key value to sender. 

2. Sender uses (AES algorithm) to encrypt data using cipher keys of 256 
bits lengths. 

3. Asymmetric-key algorithm (RSA algorithm) has been used to encrypt 
that symmetric key with receiver’s public key. 

4. A HMAC SHA256 has been used to calculating the MAC that including 
a hash function combination with a secret cryptographic key. 

5. The cipher text that produced by encrypting the plaintext and then 
appending a MAC from the encrypted plaintext.  

6. Receiver uses the stored key (private key) to decrypt the AES key, and 
after that decrypt data using the AES key. 
 

AES is usually high speed and low RAM requirements, so it is very useful 
to encrpt data, but because it’s the same key for both encryption and decryption, 
it’s a big problem of key transport from encryption side (sender) to decryption 
side (receiver) that can be attacked through some of attacks methode like man 
in middle attack. RSA have been used to protect encryption key. Instead of 
using expensive RSA provider we generated a stand alon RSA algorthim that 
generate two key privet and publick. Privite key stay on reciver side, while 
sending the pupblic key to sender side. Sender will be used this key to encrpt 
data. This will be useful only against passive attackers, but not for active attach, 
so we have been used MAC to protect encrypted data. We have been used 
encrypt then MAC to provides strength of Cipher text. By supposing the MAC 
shared secret hasn't been compromised, we need to be capable to deduce if a 
given cipher text is definitely authentic or has been forged (e.g., for public key 
cryptography everyone can send messages to receiver), but by used this method 
the receiver read only valid messages. So, if the cipher scheme is flexible there's 
no need to worry, because the MAC code will eliminate this invalid cipher text. 
The MAC doesn't give any information on the plaintext due to the fact the 
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output of the cipher appears randomly, the same the MAC. Basically, it has not 
carried any structure from the plaintext to the MAC code. 

 
The algorithm of how system works are in follows: 
1. Insert Data for encryption. 

2. Generate RSA Key Pair 
3. Insert encryption key 
4. Use Random Salt to block pre-generated weak password attacks. The salt 

bit size is 64. (at first salt1 is created then derived and used for crypto 
key in AES and also slat2 is created then derived and used for 
authentication key for HMAC. 

5. Apply AES encryption algorithm by used a 128 Block bit Size and 256 
key bit size. 
• Convert cipher text to Hexadecimal format, based 64 string and ASCII 

code respectively. 
• Generates the signature key for calculating file signature, 
• Encrypts the AES key and signature key with the public key passed-in 

(rsaKey), and saves all that encrypted key information into an XML file 
called manifest file. 
 

6. Encryption (AES) then Authentication (HMAC) of a Data: 
• Prepend non – secret payload. 
• Prepend IV. 
• Write Cipher text. 
• Authenticate all data. 
• Gather encrypted massage and using HMAC SHA256 to add 

authentication. 
• Generate encrypt Data. 

IV.  RESULTS  
We simulate sender and receiver operation by first used RSA algorithm to 

generate two keys public and private and save each one as two files. Figure 4 
shows the values of AES key, RSA public key and HMAC key. We have been 
used encrypted program (shows in figure 6) that based on used AES & HMAC 
algorithm to encrypt data by symmetric key. In other hand, we encrypt 
symmetric key itself through Key-encryption program by uploading public key 
to it.  
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Figure (4): Keys values of three algorithms. 

 
The encrypted key result shown in figure 5. 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure (5): Text data size (a) before encryption with AES-HMAC, (b) after 
encryption with AES-HMAC. 
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We then tested the size and encryption time request by used a text file or type 
some word like a message in text box. At first we calculated the size in byte 
then the result after applying AES algorithm with defined symmetric key then 
applying HMAC algorithm. Figure 6 (a, b) shows the text data before 
encryption and the result after applying AES and HMAC algorithm.  
 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure (6): Text data size (a) before encryption with AES-HMAC, (b) after 
encryption with AES-HMAC. 

 
 

From figure 6 the size of text has been increased from (144bit) to (784), 
the time nee to encrypt text is under 1 second.  
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In second test we used large text file size (136800 byte), then applying 

same key on it. Figure 7 (a, b) shows the text data before encryption and the 
result after applying AES and HMAC algorithm. 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure (7): Text data size (a) before encryption with AES-HMAC, (b) after 
encryption with AES-HMAC. 
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From figure 6 and 7 ther is a change in size due to adding encryption which is 
(256bit) AES and (256bit) HMAC, but the changed in size are still very small 
and near AES encrptiion size. The time requste are also near AES encryption 
of same condtion. This give benfit to have more security in same AES 
encryption time with no need to additional computional requirement. 

V. CONCLUSION  
In this work, it has been explained how combined three types of 

encryption in one system and get the benefit of each one.  combined the strong 
point of each one to build high security level system that will by very hard for 
attacking. AES is used to encrypted data to prevent attacker from knowing the 
information’s that sent, and this algorithm has a benefit that is high speed 
encryption method with low RAM requirements. RSA have been used to 
protect encryption key to prevent attacker from stolen it. This done by 
generated two key privet and public. Private key stay on receiver side, while 
sending the public key to sender side. Sender will be used this key to encrypt 
data. MAC has been used protect encrypted key or data. We have been used 
encrypt then MAC to provides integrity of Cipher text. The key and encrypted 
data will be sent to receiver and decrypt by used privet key. The overall 
encryption run in simple and fast time with low computational requirement 
while provide high system security. 
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